
Costing a Recipe 
 

1. Use the standardized “Costing Form”  
2. Make sure your recipe is complete and has proper Yield and Portion Sizes 
3. Find pricing for all of your ingredients BEFORE you start 
4. First Column: “Cost per unit purchased”-this is the price that came off the 

purveyor price sheet or invoice. Example: Ground Beef $2.25 per pound 
a. Enter the cost per unit purchased for your item. Example: $2.25/# 

5. Second Column: “Conversion to recipe unit”- In order to get the proper cost, we 
must convert (if needed) to the unit of measure in your recipe. Example: Ground 
Beef, your recipe calls for 12 ounces. Therefore, in the second column we would 
write “ounces”. 

6. Third Column: “Cost per Unit” enter the cost per unit based on the unit of 
measure your recipe calls for. Example: Ground beef-We must convert the cost 
of $2.25/# to cost per ounce, $2.25 divided by 16 ounces equals $0.14/ounce. 
Enter “$0.14” in the third column. 

7. Fourth Column: “Amount used”, simply put how much does your recipe call for. 
Example: 12 ounces of ground beef. 

8. Fifth Column: “Ingredient” in this instance we would enter “Ground Beef”. 
9. Sixth Column: “Ingredient Cost”, there is an Excel formula setup to calculate total 

ingredient cost: Cost /Unit x Amount Used = Ingredient Cost 
10.Do this procedure for all ingredients.  

 
AP vs EP 

1. If you are using an ingredient that is 100% EP such as flour or butter, you do not 
need to calculate Yield Percentage 

2. If you are using a product such as produce, meats or seafood, we need to 
calculate “Amount Used” based off of a Yield Percentage.  

a. Example: Recipe calls for 3# of EP carrots. In the “Amount Used” column, 
you can NOT use 3# to cost, you must calculate the AP amount based on 
a Yield Percentage.  

b. Calculate AP amount of carrots needed for costing. After checking our 
records, we know that carrots have a Yield Percentage of 75%. We also 
know that the formula for calculating an AP amount when we have the EP 
amount and Yield Percentage is: EP Quantity divided by Yield 
Percentage. 

c. Example: 3# carrots EP divided by 75% (or .75) is 4# AP. We would enter 
this in the “Amount Used” column. 



 
Supplemental Recipe 

1. If your recipe calls for a sauce such as Hollandaise, or the use of chicken stock, 
you will need to create a secondary or “Supplemental Recipe” in order to derive 
the cost, or put a value on, that ingredient added to the recipe. 

a. Example: an eggs benedict recipe calls for hollandaise. What value for 
hollandaise will I put in the “Cost/Unit” column on my worksheet? 

b. You will need to create and cost a separate recipe for hollandaise, then 
transfer this cost to your original food cost worksheet for eggs benedict. 

 
Portion Cost 

1. You may be costing out a single serving, such as a composed plate of a steak, 
baked potato, 3 oz. of vegetables, and a compound butter. But what if you are 
costing a soup? It is nearly impossible to cost 6 oz. of soup. Rather, you would 
cost the amount your recipe calls for, say a gallon of soup, and then divide by the 
number of portions to get the exact portion cost. 

2. There is a place at the bottom of your Food Cost Worksheet in which you can 
enter the amount of portions in the recipe, and it will calculate your portion cost. 

 
Calculating the Food Cost 

1. After you have costed the recipe and have calculated the final portion or plate 
cost, it is now time to calculate the selling price based on the desired food cost. 

a. Example: My cost for a 6oz. cup of minestrone soup is $0.75 per serving. I 
have been instructed to calculate a selling price based off of a targeted 
35% food cost. What is my selling price? 

b. Raw Cost divided by Desired Food Cost = Selling price 
c. Example: 6 oz soup- $0.75 divided by 35% (or .35) = $2.14 minimum 

selling price. I might round this up to a more manageable price such as 
$2.25. 

 
 


